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Abstract: Prototyping practices are widely used. Requirements engineers develop screen prototypes with paper or
HTML. However, feedback on the prototypes has limited effectiveness. Screen prototypes are mainly useful for re-
viewing only user interface requirements. To cope with this situation, we propose a requirements validation approach
using models and prototyping (ReVAMP). This approach provides customers with a set of requirement models and
a system prototype generation tool for trial use. A generated system prototype is implemented with both business
application features and access control features. Thus, customers could give requirements engineers more practical
feedback on requirements for not only a user interface but also other aspects of a target system. To evaluate the pro-
posed models and tool, we introduce two business information system development projects in which the proposed
approach was applied.
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1. Introduction

The validity of the prototyping approach has been widely dis-
cussed in the requirements engineering domain [1], [2]. This ap-
proach could contribute to reducing requirements errors, namely,
misunderstandings between customers and requirements engi-
neers, ambiguous requirements, and conflicts among require-
ments. Customers can review system screens of a development
system by using a prototype such as paper or HTML. Their feed-
back on the prototype could help requirements engineers to un-
derstand precisely the requirements requested by customers. A
lot of commercial and open source software (OSS) prototyping
tools have been introduced [3], [4], [5]. A number of business
information system (BIS) development projects have been using
these prototyping tools for requirements review in the require-
ments definition phase.

However, feedback on prototypes has only limited effective-
ness. Screen prototypes with paper or HTML are mainly useful
for reviewing only requirements related to user interfaces; display
items of the screen, layout of the screen, and screen transitions. If
a prototype becomes advanced enough for customers to be able to
review requirements related to business application features exe-
cuted by a system, customers could give requirements engineers
more practical feedback on requirements for not only a user in-
terface but also other aspects of a target system. We call this a
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“system prototype.”
As this is seen as a system prototype, we took care of the ac-

cess control features that need to be considered. Generally, access
control features are composed of two functions: user authenti-
cation and access authentication [6]. First, a user authentication
function is usually implemented as a user log-on screen that au-
thenticates the validity of user information, namely, user account
name and password. Second, an access authorization function
restricts system users to the access content, for examples, sys-
tem screen and system resource of the BIS on the basis of the
roles of the system users. Generally, there are several roles (e.g.,
general user, manager, and system administrator). If log-in users
who have no authority try to access restricted content, the access
authorization function prohibits them from accessing it. To take
this approach with a system prototype, the prototype has to in-
clude not only business application features but also these access
control features.

In our prior research [7], [19], we studied a prototype genera-
tion tool for requirements review in the requirements definition
phase. This tool generates a system prototype from three types of
requirements models: business process, business rule, and user
interface. We examined the effectiveness of our tool to aid cus-
tomers in reviewing requirements with the generated system at
review meetings. However, a limited number of customers had a
short meeting-time, that is to say, on a few hours, to use the sys-
tem prototype for reviewing the requirements. It remains to be re-
searched whether and how the system prototype would help cus-
tomers with multiple roles to review requirements if they could
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operate the system prototype as a trial use for a certain period
(e.g., several weeks). The system prototype needs to become so-
phisticated in order to provide appropriate functions to each role.
As mentioned before, our view is that the system prototype needs
to include both features.

In this paper, we propose a requirements validation approach
using models and prototyping (ReVAMP). This approach pro-
vides customers with a set of requirements models and a system
prototype generation tool for trial use. We define five types of
requirements models. The five types are categorized into two
groups. One group for business application features includes
three models: business process, business rule, and user inter-
face. The other group for access control features includes two
models: user authentication and access authorization. Our tool
can transform the requirements models into a system prototype,
which is a web application system. The generated system proto-
type is implemented with both business application features and
access control features. We also introduce two projects in which
the proposed tool has been applied.

As shown in Table 1, we treat seven requirements categories as
a validation target. Each category is included in either business
application features or access control features. Two rightmost
columns describe two types of prototype: Screen Prototype and
Proposed System Prototype. Requirements categories 1-3 (Dis-
play Items of Screen, Display Layout of Screen, and Screen Tran-
sitions) are related to user interfaces of a system. Requirements
category 4 (Search Results of Input Item) and category 5 (Deci-
sion Results of Input Items) respectively correspond to the search
function and the decision function of a system. Requirements
category 6-7 (User Authentication and Access Authentication)
comprise the access control features of a system. In the table,
the marking “X” at the cross point means that the corresponding
requirements category could be reviewed by the corresponding
prototype. For example, categories 1-3 could be reviewed by the
screen prototype. On the other hand, categories 4-7 could be re-
viewed only using the system prototype. So, in this paper we
aim to review the entire category utilizing the proposed system
prototype.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe related works. In Section 3, we describe our approach, Re-
VAMP. We define the requirements models in Section 4. We also
present an interrelation of these models. In Section 5, our system

Table 1 Requirements category to be reviewed by prototype.

prototype generation tool is described. In Section 6, case studies
are introduced. We discuss the results in Section 7. Finally, we
give a conclusion in Section 8.

2. Related Works

An evolutionary prototyping approach was proposed [1], [2].
In the approach, a prototype created for requirements review was
continuously improved and adding-implemented for the final BIS
even after completing the requirements definition phase. The
evolutionary prototyping approach does not necessarily aim to
confirm customer’s requirements within a requirements definition
phase. On the other hand, our approach focuses on customer’s re-
quirements validation until the completion of the requirements
definition phase.

Chusho et al. [11] proposed a web application development en-
vironment that includes the functions of a visual modeling tool,
model transformation, and source code generation. Making use
of the development environment, customers could create a busi-
ness application system on their own behalf. In the meantime,
customers have to be well found in programming knowledge in
order to reflect their needs and intentions in the developed appli-
cation. In comparison with the environment, our approach and
tool enable customers without programming knowledge to gener-
ate system prototypes which have both business application and
access control features.

Ogata et al. [12] proposed a prototyping generation tool. The
tool generates a prototype including a UI (HTML) from UML di-
agrams (activity, class, and object diagrams). The generated pro-
totype provides a function to create the perpetuating data. Thus,
customers could see the data that they entered in the previous
screens. Therefore, during the requirements review, they could
check the interactions between system user and system. The pro-
totype enables customers to understand and review the require-
ments of the developing system. However, the generated system
provides only limited functions. Customers cannot review search
or decision functions.

Mibe et al. [13] analyzed the use cases and categorized them
into several use case patterns. They also created system screen
patterns and program components with respect to the screen pat-
terns. A prototype is generated from the use case patterns, the
system screen patterns, and corresponding program components.
This prototype contributes to requirements elicitation. In con-
trast, our tool is used to specifically generate a system from re-
quirements models resulting from requirements elicitation. Our
system prototype contributes to requirements validation.

Some researchers [14], [15] have proposed methodologies and
tools that generate a prototype from a state-chart UML diagram.
In these methodologies, a state-chart diagram is not created at
the first step. It is generated from different artifacts during an
incremental process. These artifacts are other UML diagrams
(sequence, collaboration, and class diagrams), object constraint
language (OCL), and an original model. These methodologies
focus on UML models in the system design phase. However, we
use a set of requirements models to review requirements in the
preceding (i.e., requirements definition) phase.

Kariyuki et al. [16] proposed an automation tool for generating
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test scenarios and a skeleton code. This tool supports require-
ments engineers for evaluating completeness of use cases. How-
ever, this tool only helps them review use cases which are related
to a limited aspect of business application features.

Additionally, the above mentioned research has given little
consideration to the access controls feature in the context of a
prototyping approach. Prototypes of them are mainly used for
review on the business application feature.

3. ReVAMP

3.1 System Prototype for Requirements Validation
For requirements verification and validation, as shown in

Fig. 1, we define four requirements engineering processes that
use our models and system prototype. In the first process, re-
quirements engineers elicit requirements from customers.

They create requirements models on the basis of the customer’s
requirements in the second process. Using the models, the tool
generates a system prototype in the third process. After that, in
the final process, customers do a trial use on the generated sys-
tem prototype. They give feedback to requirements engineers.
Throughout these processes, requirements engineers try to under-
stand customer’s requirements correctly and completely.

Fig. 1 Requirements engineering process using models and system proto-
type.

Fig. 2 Requirements models and system prototype generation tool.

Fig. 3 Meta-model of requirements models.

3.2 Requirements Models and System Prototype Genera-
tion Tool

In this approach, we define five types of requirements mod-
els. These models are inputs of our system prototype generation
tool. Figure 2 shows an overview of the requirements models and
system prototype generated by the tool. Our tool transforms the
models into multiple definition files and a WAR file. Each file is
deployed on the business process engine, business rule engine, or
web application middleware. In this way, a web application can
be executable as a system prototype.

3.3 Meta-Model of Requirements Models
Figure 3 shows a meta-model of the five types of requirements

models. A set of the five types represents both business applica-
tion and access control features.

User interface represents “Display Items of Screen,” “Display
Layout of Screen,” and “Screen Transitions” which are require-
ments categories 1-3 of Table 1, respectively. Business process
represents search function requested by user interface, which cor-
responds to requirements category 4 “Search Results of Input
Items.” Business rule represents decision function invoked by
business process, which corresponds to category 5 “Decision Re-
sults of Input Items.” User authentication and access authoriza-
tion represent categories 6-7 of access control features respec-
tively.

4. Requirements Models

4.1 Business Process
Figure 4 shows a sample business process based on the re-

quirements analysis method [10], which is related to the business
process engine in the tool. The columns of the business process
are No (number of process), Process name, Function type, Data
(name of data table), Data item (name of column of table), Busi-
ness rule ID, and Transition destination.

In this figure, the process name of the first process is “Search
Reservation.” The first function type, “Search,” is the search ac-
tion in the Data “Reservation” table. The setting of a Data Item
(“Reservation No,” “Reservation Name,” “Staff Name,” “Reser-
vation Date”) is the search key. The second Function type, Out-
put, represents the result of the above search action. The next pro-
cess, “Search Credit Status,” defines the invocation of the busi-

Fig. 4 Business process.
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Table 2 List of function types.

Table 3 List of composite patterns of function types.

Fig. 5 Business rule.

ness rule. This process includes a business rule identifier (busi-
ness rule ID = “rule 001”) to invoke the corresponding business
rule. The first function type, Search, of the process defines the
condition of the business rule. The setting of the Data item (“To-
tal Sales” and “Total Credit”) is the input parameter for the busi-
ness rule. The second function type, Output, represents the result
from executing the business rule. The output parameter of this
is the Data item “Credit Status.” After completion of the second
process, five outputs from the two processes are forwarded to the
corresponding system screen. The screen shows a record list for
reservation and Credit Status. The third process, Select Reserva-
tion, represents the selection from the record list on the screen
made by the system user.

Table 2 shows a list of the function types for the tool. There
are seven types: create, search, output, select, edit, commit, and
display. As shown in Fig. 4, one business process includes more
than one function type. Table 3 shows a list of the composite
patterns of the function types. We define four types of composite
patterns for the tool. Figure 4 corresponds to the No.1 composite
pattern.

4.2 Business Rule
Figure 5 shows a sample of a business rule that is composed

of the condition and decision columns. The rule is invoked by a
process of the business process. Four expressions are described
in the condition column (comparison between Total Credit and
Total Sales). In the decision column (Credit Status), four de-

Fig. 6 User interface and business process.

Fig. 7 User table and role-initial screen mapping rule table.

cisions (“No Credit,” “Partial Credit,” “Complete Credit,” and
“Over Credit”) are described. The decisions correspond to each
expression in the condition column. After completion, the se-
lected decision value is returned to the process that invokes the
business rule.

4.3 User Interface
The user interface defines the layout of the input and output

forms. The file format used is HTML. As shown in Fig. 6, each
data item of the business process is mapped into the correspond-
ing form in the user interface. “$Data.Data Item$” is described
in the corresponding form as the mapping relation between the
user interface and the business process. With reference to the de-
scription, the tool generates Java Server Pages (JSP) for the web
system from the HTML file.

4.4 User Authentication
As shown in Fig. 7, this model is comprised of two tables: User

table and Role-Initial Screen Mapping rule table.
User table contains user information for system log-on. User

information (user name and password) and Role ID are described
in the user table. The second table indicates the initial screen
for each “Role ID.” The role-initial screen mapping rule table
represents the relationship between the role of a user and the
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URL of the initial screen. When a user logs in to the web sys-
tem, the initial screen is forwarded to the web browser of the
client of the log-in user with reference to the table. For example,
when “user01” logs on the system, the system displays the screen
“/Search 40.jsp.”

4.5 Access Authorization
Figure 8 shows a sample model of access authorization. In the

decision table, the labels in the condition column are URL and
Role ID, and the label in the decision column is Permission. The

Fig. 8 Access authorization rule.

Fig. 9 Requirements models and their interrelation.

generated web system performs access authorization with refer-
ence to the rule of the model.

4.6 Interrelation among Requirements Models
Figure 9 shows the interaction of the requirements models.

This is a sample scenario for product reservation management.
The sequence of the scenario is as follows.
( 1 ) From the log-in screen, user information (Username =

“user01” and Password = “XXXX”) is posted.
( 2 ) The log-in user is authenticated on the basis of the user ta-

ble for User Authentication. After that, the role (Role ID
= “1”) is given to the log-in user (“user01”).

( 3 ) In reference to the Role-Initial Screen Mapping rule table
of User Authentication, the URL of the initial screen (URL
= “/Search 40.jsp”) is selected on the basis of the value of
the condition (Role ID = “1”).

( 4 ) User interface 1 is a screen for doing a reservation search.
From it, the search condition (Staff Name = “Mitaka
Saburo”) is submitted to the first process of the business
process (Business process ID = “40”). The first process is
mapped to the corresponding servlet (URL = “/40 1”).
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( 5 ) On the basis of the requested URL and the role of the re-
quester, the access authorization rule is invoked. If the de-
cision is “TRUE,” the corresponding process is activated.
Because the permission of the user (“user01”) is “TRUE,”
the first process (40 1 process) is activated.

( 6 ) The 40 1 process is the “Search Reservation” action. After
it is conducted, the executing process transits from the first
process to the second process (40 2 process).

( 7 ) The 40 2 process invokes a business rule. Business rule
ID (“rule 001”) is described in the “Business Rule” col-
umn for the 40 2 process. In the process, a set of data
items (“Total Sales,” “Total Credit”) is the parameter in-
put to the business rule. These parameters are submitted
as values of the condition of the rule. Similarly, the data
item “Credit Status” is the parameter output from the busi-
ness rule. This parameter corresponds to the value of the
decision of the business rule.

( 8 ) The business rule is executed by the 40 2 process. This
rule, “rule 001,” receives the condition data from the 40 2
process and executes it. After that, the business rule re-
turns the decision data to the 40 2 process.

( 9 ) After receiving the output (Credit Status) from the business
rule, the 40 2 process forwards the screen (User Interface
2), which is created by the outputs from the result of both
the search action for the 40 1 process and the rule execu-
tion for the 40 2 process.

( 10 ) User Interface 2 shows the two reservations as a result of
the reservation search on screen 1. When one reservation
is selected on the screen by the system user, this screen
activates the No.3 process of the business process.

5. System Prototype Generation Tool

Our system prototype generation tool generates a system proto-
type from requirements models. Figure 10 shows the architecture
of the generated system prototype. The user interface is trans-
formed into JSP. The business process is transformed into a BP
def. file, servlet, and two integration modules (adapter and wrap-
per). The BR def. file is transformed from the business rule. The
WAR file includes the JSP, servlet, adapter, and wrapper mod-
ules. The UA and AA def. files are transformed from the user au-
thentication model and access authentication model, respectively.

Fig. 10 Architecture of generated system prototype.

The BP def. file is interpreted by the business process engine [8].
Similarly, the BR def. file is interpreted by the business rule en-
gine [9]. Both the UA def. file and the AA def. file are executed
by the business rule engine. The adapter module performs the
role of intermediary between the business process engine and the
business rule engine. The two wrappers are the application inter-
face modules for both the business process engine and business
rule engine. This architecture enables the generated web system
to behave on the basis of the description of the above mentioned
five requirements models.

6. Case Study

6.1 Two Practical Cases
We adapted the proposed approach to two projects in our com-

pany. Both were new development projects for different industrial
customers. Before each case, we gave a lecture on how to create
the models and how to use the tool to all requirements engineers
for the two projects. Each engineer was given a three-hour lec-
ture. Figure 11 shows profiles of the two cases. We also in-
troduced the purposes of the case study for customers. To get
practical feedback from the trial use, we requested customers use
the generated system prototype as if it were being used for actual
operation.

In the project of case 1, a service reservation management sys-
tem was developed. The system had three roles: sales officer,
account officer, and system administrator. The sales officer used
the system at their branch office. The sales officer listened to the
visitor’s needs, and searched a service that fits the needs using
the system. If visitors wanted to buy the services, the sales offi-
cer reserved them with the system. The account officer calculated
the billing amount on the basis of the reservation information of
each visitor and charged them as payment of services. The system
administrator was in charge of the whole task of system mainte-
nance, i.e., managing the master database. Figure 12 shows one
of the system screens for the role of account officer.

The total number of requirements models for business applica-
tion features is 84 (= No. of UI: 36 + No. of BP and BR: 48). On
the basis of these models, we estimated that the number of func-
tion points (FPs) of the target system in case 1 was 198. Next, this
value (196 FPs) was converted into the work volume. We used the
average project performance metrics of the new software devel-
opment [17], the value of which was 15.6 (FPs developed by one
software engineer for a month). We calculated 12.7 (= 198/15.6)
man-months as the estimated work volume.

In the project of case 2, an office supplies management system

Fig. 11 Profiles of two cases.
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Fig. 12 Screen of generated system prototype.

Fig. 13 Work volumes for modeling and system prototype generation.

was developed. The system had three roles: office supplies man-
ager, general user, and system administrator. The office supplies
manager operated the system in order to update the information
on office supplies, i.e., the name of the supplies, serial number,
purchaser name, and space for storage. A visitor can access this
information. However, a general user cannot update the informa-
tion. The system administrator maintains the master data base.

The total number of requirements models for business applica-
tion features was 31 (= No. of UI: 19 + No. of BP and BR: 12).
Similarly, we evaluated the FPs and work volume for the target
system.

6.2 Work Volumes for Modeling and System Prototype Gen-
eration

Figure 13 shows the results of the work volume for model-
ing and system prototype generation. We identified three sub
tasks: creation of models + screen prototype review, preparation
for tool, and adding implementation.

Only the case 1 project had a task of adding implementation
to the generated system prototype. In case 1, to address the cus-
tomer’s needs, we implemented functions for printing on-screen
information and exporting the CSV files on reservations.

The important thing is that just soon after creating the user in-
terface, customers reviewed these screens. In other words, we
conducted the requirements review by using the screen prototype
before generating the system prototype.

6.3 Result
6.3.1 Number of Change Requirements

In the case studies, the trial periods of cases 1 and 2 were 3 and
4 weeks, respectively. We got feedback from customers. Fig-

Fig. 14 Number of change requirements from feedback.

Fig. 15 Proportion of models changed by feedback.

ure 14 shows the number of change requirements obtained from
this feedback. The figure indicates that these stakeholders re-
quested not only modification but also new adding requirements.
Since completion of the case study, these change requirements
have not been changed throughout the whole period of the each
project.
6.3.2 Feedback to Requirements Models

Figure 15 shows the proportion of models changed by feed-
back in both case. Importantly, in both projects, about 25% of
feedback affected four requirements models (i.e., BP, BR, UA,
and AA). Sums of values of the four models in case 1 and case
2 are respectively 23.1% (= 7.7 + 7.7 + 0.0 + 7.7) and 26.3%
(= 18.2 + 0.0 + 9.1 + 0.0). We found that about one-quarter of
change requirements were identified only by generated system
prototype.

In both projects, over 70% of feedback was related to the user
interface as shown in Fig. 15. These facts indicate that even the
customers who had completed the screen prototype review had
different user interface requirements than they had before using
the system prototype. Our system prototype helped customers
identify hidden requirements.

7. Discussion

7.1 Reducing the Project Risk
The result of the case study shows that customers, who had

already completed the screen prototype review, requested both
change and adding requirements soon after trial use on the sys-
tem prototype. This data indicates that if a project uses only a
screen prototype for requirements review, the project might fail
to validate any other requirements than user interface for the tar-
get system. It is probable that the project risk (i.e., cost overrun,
re-work) is increasing. The system prototype is valid for review-
ing requirements related to not only business application features,
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including user interface, but also access control features. More-
over, these change requirements have not been changed for the
rest of the project period. We claim that our system prototype en-
ables requirements engineers to grasp “stable” requirements. We
can therefore state that our approach lowers project risk.

7.2 Effectiveness and Cost of Requirements Modeling
Our tool directly generates a system prototype from require-

ments models. When a customer requests requirements changes,
requirements engineers could react quickly by modifying the cor-
responding requirements models and generating the system pro-
totype to reflect the change requirements. On the basis of feed-
back on the generated system prototype, a requirement engineers
could get change requirements from customers more quickly. On
the other hand, to use the tool requirements engineers have to de-
scribe the requirements models strictly and properly. They must
elicit clear requirements from customers in the earlier require-
ments definition phase. As a result, it takes a lot of time to de-
scribe the requirements models. Moreover, it also takes much
more time to do a walkthrough review of the requirements mod-
els.

7.3 Tool Limitation
Our tool cannot generate the web pages dynamically. For ex-

ample, if one screen (HTML) is added to the system prototype,
requirements engineers have to define the relation between the
new screen and corresponding business process, and also add the
access authorization rule on each role in the model of access au-
thorization. After that, the system prototype can be re-generated
from entire model which includes a new one and the modified
models. In the case study, we recognized that requirements engi-
neers were subject to the minor restrictions of the re-generation
task.

8. Summary and Future Work

We propose an approach to trial use of a system prototype
for requirements validation. We defined five requirements mod-
els and a system prototype generation tool that uses the models.
We used two case studies to evaluate the approach and discussed
feedback from customers. Importantly, we found that the system
prototype can enable customers to identify hidden requirements
that are not elicited by paper or screen prototypes.

As the next step, we plan to develop a model checker to support
requirements engineers in detecting model defects. The model
checker could help reduce human errors during modeling.
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